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I know there has been some confusion/concern about the Rainbow Steps on the back side of the Upper Hall at 
our Murrayville location.  I want to be clear: this was a Children, Youth, Young Adults & Families action 
initiated by Rev. Sophia, Not the Affirm Team or Board. I am sorry for any confusion or hurt or breach of trust 
that has been caused by my action. This ministry initiative was done without consult with the Board. 
 
After the March Board meeting when Bex shared the ideas the Affirm Team was EXPLORING (not initiating), they went 
back to the Affirm Team and continued conversations of a slower paced, congregationally engaged process of education 
and discernment on how we best do the Affirm Exploration Process during this time of isolation from Covid. The 
Ministers worked with the Affirm Team for 2 of the 4 June services which highlighted Pride Month (the other 2 services 
highlighted Indigenous History Month).  
 
Bex made themselves available during Coffee Time on Zoom to answer questions and be in conversation and we 
promoted this throughout the month. Not many chose to participate in the exploring time. We asked for feedback in jars 
on the front porch of our Murrayville location. We received some – thank you to those who shared your thoughts!  
 

Just in case there has been mis-understanding, NO vote about becoming an Affirming Church will take place 
until significant in-person conversation and education can occur to make this a rich and vital congregational 
process. The rainbow steps do not signify that the Ministers or Board are going forward AS an Affirming 
Church. The Affirm Process is a congregational engagement process that Ends with a vote. 
 

  
“The Promise of the Rainbow” was the theme chosen by the Camp Spirit 
oversight team for all locations throughout BC. We hosted 2 weeks of 
Camp at UCoL during the last two weeks of July. Over the 2 weeks we had 
62 campers and 24 youth and young adult leaders! And a number of 
congregational and community volunteers supporting the camp activities! 
 
 

As we were planning our community engagement activities, I reached out to the property committee to clarify what was 
reported to the Affirm Team and Board about TOL and Heritage restrictions. It was my understanding from 
communication that the TOL/Heritage concerns were for the front of the Murrayville building and the original property 
that is designated Heritage. I also confirmed that it was the responsibility of the Children, Youth & Families ministry to 
take care of the garden on the back side of the church which includes vegetable boxes as well as miscellaneous flower 
gardens along the building. I participated in a meeting regarding plans to make the side lawn along 48th Avenue a 
fenced-in play yard for the before/after school program if that rental goes through and how this might impact the 
responsibility of the garden areas. I know that the Social Justice Team has been in touch with TOL regarding the 
crosswalk, and the Affirm Team has explored other restrictions to continue their discernment process before coming 
back to the Board and congregation with ideas. 
 

Peace Poles with rainbows and words of welcome, inclusion and peace were made in last years Camp Spirit and 
erected in time for this year’s camp. This year we worked on felt orange shirts on small popsicle shirt crosses for a 215 
Memorial in the back garden to be joined by the large Dream Catcher we made with an indigenous woman at the 
Arboretum, and a rainbow bench and bird bath that will all sit along the back wall of the Lower Hall. 
 

The Theme of the rainbow has many different entry points and themes to explore. First, we encountered a rainbow 
early in the Bible when God sends a promise to Noah of a new covenant and commitment to preserving life. The 
rainbow for Jewish and Christian followers has symbolized that promise ever since. 
 

In Genesis, the Rainbow is a symbol of covenant made between God and humanity. Rainbows can promise love, 
inclusion, affirmation and celebration! Rainbows connect us to one another. Camp Spirit covered topics of: Life, 
Diversity, Harmony, Inclusivity, Healing, Nature, Spirit and Sunlight in their programs. While other interpretations of the 
rainbow are prevalent in today’s society, we particularly wanted to highlight with our participants that UCoL is a church 
where the covenant with God is made, kept, honoured, and appreciated! All are Welcome. All Means All. 



Many years (and centuries) later, the rainbow began to represent the Pride flag. The 
Pride flag was designed by Gilbert Baker, a gay rights activist, and the first Pride flag was 
flown at the San Francisco Gay Freedom Day Parade in 1978. Baker chose each colour in 
the flag to represent an important symbol of community, life, and pride. Many versions 
of the flag have been created since but the one to the left is the version we are using for 
this resource! We placed the black and brown on the bottom of the flag, and we added 
Grey to honour our elders whose support is the foundation of all our ministry together. 

 

In 2020 during early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, children, families, and 
households around the world displayed rainbows in their windows and on their 
lawns to spread positivity and hope in a very challenging time. The COVID rainbow 
looks a bit different. There are clouds which represent hard challenging times at 
both ends of the rainbow. But the rainbow arc which represents hope is still there.  
 

This curriculum encouraged the leaders and participants to talk about the rainbow as a promise from God, a covenant, 
and symbol of love, and it gave scriptural stories to connect with each colour of the Pride flag. There were lots of games, 
crafts, activities, and worship options to choose from for each age group in the morning, and then some ideas for 
afternoon community engagement. The curriculum this year was strong on a daily focus on inclusion of various 
marginalized groups. (black lives, all children, lgbtq2AI+, disability, and we added elders, and nature (climate justice)). 
 

Here are the Colours Each Day of Camp Spirit that we reflected on to build the rainbow over the week. Below are the 
daily theme and some of the stories & community engagement activities we hosted: 
 

Monday: Red: Pride, Life, Courage, Determination (Story: Noah’s Ark to start the week – God’s Promise of the Rainbow) 
All the meanings of the Rainbow; Who’s included in the Rainbow? (adding Grey for honouring our Elders) 
Begin Rainbow steps at back entrance; Water Games with Rainbow sprinkler 

 

Tuesday: Blue: Affirming, Honour, Commitment, Harmony; Black: Diversity, (Story: Mary & Martha) 
Black Lives Matter; Black Spiritual Music with Linda 
I Am Enough Story; Step Dancing; Alma Thomas art (first black artist displayed at White House) 

 

Wednesday: Orange: Inclusion, Healing; Brown: New Life, Inclusivity, Advocating, Justice 
(Stories: Ruth & Naomi; Orange Shirt Story) 

 Engagement with Cecelia and Judy at Arboretum Memorial for the 215; making Dream Catchers 
 Making Orange Shirt small memorial sticks for UCoL Family Garden 
 Decorating outline of hands with our own diversity –  

to display on bulletin board at church connected and working together 
 

Thursday: Green: Clouds, Nature (Stories: Genesis Creation & other creation stories) 
 Nature Yoga with Denise; Grounding and Nature Music with Neerava 

All Means All – LGBTQIA2+ inclusion; TyeDye, Pretzels, Rainbow Bench painting, 
 

Friday: Yellow: Hope, Sunlight; Purple: Promise, Spirit (Story: Pentecost – birthday of the church) 
 All Means All – LGBTQIA2+ inclusion; Leader in Training Activities & Talent Show 

All Camp Slide show and stories; Water Games with Rainbow sprinkler 
 

Based on the curriculum and my due diligence about responsibility and authority, I made the decision to move forward 
on painting the back stairs (non-heritage) of the Upper Hall, as well as begin painting the slats for a Rainbow Bench to be 
placed in the Children, Youth & Family Garden along the back side / path of the Lower Hall. 
 
These ministry decisions have caused hurt and frustration for some, and for that I am sorry. Please communicate with 
me personally, sophia@ucol.ca with your concerns so that we might be in relationship about them. And so it does not 
get missed, this action was not taken by the Board or Affirm Team, but by Rev. Sophia as Minister of Children, Youth, 
Young Adults & Families. Please be assured that your Board, along with the ministers and Affirm Team are committed 
to a thorough process of discerning whether (or not) we want to be an Affirming Ministry. I have also agreed to finish 
painting the steps so that they are more presentable and I will remove the tape when done. 
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As I have gone forward in children, youth, young adults & families programming, worship/sanctuary changes for 
Livestream and beyond, and other items deemed necessary/desired for ministry, I have tried to tune into the 
congregational wishes to honour our history, AND also be more inviting, welcoming and inclusive of the younger adults 
and families I have attracted and continue to attract to the church in this time where new congregants are essential to 
our financial sustainability.  
 

As I have reported before, many younger (and older) people in today’s world engage with/as church differently. Our 
creating a welcoming vibe and space for younger people and adjusting our worship style and spaces are just a few ways I 
have worked to help UCoL be a thriving congregation that is vital to the community, alive as followers of Jesus the Christ, 
and sustainable into the future. I apologize for how this has felt like a betrayal of trust by my ministry action. 
 

Camp Spirit Leaders in Training 
A new crew of Youth connected to UCoL 
(and familiar young faces on little people 

who are now BIG!) 
 

Images: 
Leader in Training Rainbow Steps and Dream Catcher for 
215 memorial (and loft access!) 
Grounding with Neerava, Peace Poles, Alma Thomas 
artwork, Rainbow sprinkler, Orange shirt memorial for back 
garden, Diverse hands working together;  
Camper group photo from both weeks. 
 
(For more images see August 1 worship ministry highlight, 
check out our website or ask Sophia!) 

 


